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Abstract: Elastic Cloud infrastructures are capable of dynamically varying computational resources at large scale, which is error-prone by nature. Elasticity-related errors are detected thanks to tests that should run deterministically many times all along the development. However, elasticity testing reproduction requires several features not supported natively by the main cloud providers, such as Amazon EC2. We identify three requirements that we claim to be indispensable to ensure elasticity testing reproducibility: to control the elasticity behavior, to select specific resources to be unallocated, and coordinate events parallel to elasticity. In this paper, we propose an approach fulfilling those requirements and making the elasticity testing reproducible. Experimental results show that our approach successfully reproduces elasticity-related bugs that need the requirements we claim in this paper.

1 INTRODUCTION

Elasticity is one of the main reasons that makes cloud computing an emerging trend. It allows to vary (allocate or deallocate) system resources according to demand (Herbst et al., 2013; Bersani et al., 2014). Therefore, Cloud-Based Systems (CBS) must adapt themselves to resource variations.

Due to their scalability nature, CBS adaptations may be complex and error-prone (Herbst et al., 2013). This is the case, for instance, of bug 2164 that affects Apache ZooKeeper (Hunt et al., 2010), a coordination service for large-scale systems. According to the bug report, the election of a new leader never ends when the leader leaves a system with three nodes. This happens when the resource hosting the leader node is deallocated.

Furthermore, some bug reproductions require more than adaptation tasks. This is the case of MongoDB NoSQL database bug 7974, where elasticity and consequently, adaptation tasks, happen in parallel with other events. In that case, even though adaptation tasks are still a requirement, they are not the unique cause of the bug.

Reproducing bugs several times is necessary to diagnose and to correct them. That is, bugs reported in a CBS bug tracking should be corrected by developers, who need to reproduce them, at first. Moreover, during the development, regression tests should be run regularly (Engstrom et al., 2010), requiring the design of efficient and deterministic tests. Making CBS testing reproducible is then an important concern.

To verify the existence of elasticity-related bugs in the real-world, we analyze MongoDB’s bug tracking, a popular CBS. In the bug tracking we identify a total of 43 bugs that involve elasticity. Since these bugs occur in real-world, testers must manage elasticity when writing and running their tests. However, writing and executing tests considering the reproduction of elasticity-related bugs is complex. Besides the typical difficulty of writing test scenarios and oracles, it requires to deterministically manage the elasticity and parallel events.

The management of elasticity involves driving the system through a sequence of resource changes, which is possible by varying the workload accordingly (Albonico et al., 2016). In addition, tester should also manage parameters that cannot be natively controlled. For instance, resource changes are managed by the cloud provider according to its own policy. This prevents the tester to choose which resource must be deallocated, a requirement for 19 of the 43 MongoDB’s elasticity-related bugs. The coordination of events in parallel to elasticity (17/43 bugs) is also an important parameter, which among others needs a precise monitoring of resources.
In this paper, we present an approach for elasticity testing that allows the tester to reproduce tests concerned with elasticity-related bugs. We control the elastic behavior by sending satisfactory workload to CBS that drives it through a sequence of resource allocations and deallocations. Our approach also provides two original contributions: the deallocation of specific resources, and the coordination of events in parallel with elasticity. The two original contributions are required to reproduce 30 of the 43 elasticity-related bugs of MongoDB, i.e., ≈70%. In the paper, we also present a prototype for the approach.

To support our claims and to validate our approach, we select 1 representative bug, and conducted a set of experiments on Amazon EC2. The selected bug requires our approach to satisfy all the requirements we identified. Experiment results show that our approach reproduces real-world elasticity-related bugs fulfilling all the requirements.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we remind the major aspects of cloud computing elasticity. Section 3 details the requirements we claim be necessary for elasticity testing. Section 4 introduces the testing approach we propose. The experiment and its results are described in Section 5. Section 6 discusses threats to validity. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 CLOUD COMPUTING ELASTICITY

This section provides the definitions of the main concepts related to Cloud Computing Elasticity that are required for the good understanding of our approach.

2.1 Typical Elastic Behavior

Figure 1 presents the typical behavior of elastic cloud computing applications (Albonico et al., 2016). In this figure, the resource demand (continuous line) varies over time, increasing from 0 to 1.5 then decreasing to 0. A resource demand of 1.5 means that the application demands 50% more resources than the current allocated ones.

When the resource demand exceeds the scale-out threshold and remains higher during the scale-out reaction time, the cloud elasticity controller assigns a new resource. The new resource becomes available after a scale-out time, the time the cloud infrastructure spends to allocate it. Once the resource is available, the threshold values are updated accordingly. It is similar considering the scale-in, respectively. Except that, as soon as the scale-in begins, the threshold values are updated and the resource is no longer available. Nonetheless, the infrastructure needs a scale-in time to release the resource.

2.2 Elasticity States

When an application is deployed on a cloud infrastructure, workload fluctuations lead to resource variations (elasticity). These variations drive the application to new, elasticity-related, states. Figure 2 depicts the runtime lifecycle of an application running on a cloud infrastructure.

At the beginning the application is at the ready state (ry), when the resource configuration is steady (ry_s substate). Then, if the application is exposed for a certain time (scale-out reaction time, ry_sor substate) to a pressure that breaches the scale-out threshold, the cloud elasticity controller starts adding a new resource. At this point, the application moves to the scaling-out state (so) and remains in this state while the resource is added. After a scaling-out, the application returns to the ready state. It is similar with the scaling-in state (si), respectively.

2.3 Elasticity Control

We can categorize elasticity control approaches in two groups: (i) direct resource management, and (ii) generation of adequate workload.

The first and simplest one (i) interacts directly with the cloud infrastructure, asking for resource allocation and deallocation. The second one (ii) consists in generating adequate workload variations that drive CBS throughout elasticity states, as previously
explained in Section 1. It is more complex since requires a preliminary step for profiling the CBS resource usage, and calculating the workload variations that trigger the elasticity states.

3 REQUIREMENTS FOR ELASTICITY TESTING REPRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider three requirements for reproducing elasticity testing: elasticity control, selective elasticity, and events scheduling.

Elasticity Control is the ability to reproduce a specific elastic behavior. Elasticity-related bugs may occur after a specific sequence of resource allocations and deallocations. Logically, all the 43 elasticity-related bugs of MongoDB should satisfy this requirement.

Analyzing elasticity-related bugs, we identify two other requirements: selective elasticity, and event scheduling. Those requirements are necessary to reproduce 30 of the 43 selected bugs.

Selective Elasticity is the necessity to specify precisely which resource must be deallocated. The reproduction of some elasticity-related bugs requires a deterministic management of elasticity changes. For instance, deallocating a resource associated to the master component of a cloud-based system. From the selected bugs, 19 require selective elasticity.

Event Scheduling is the necessity to synchronize elasticity changes with parallel events. We consider as an event any interaction or stimulus to CBS, such as forcing a data increment or to simulate infrastructure failures. The reproduction of 17 of MongoDB elasticity-related bugs requires event scheduling.

Table 1 shows the number of bugs that should meet those requirements in order to be reproducible. As already said, all the bugs require elasticity control. A total of 30 bugs (70%) should meet requirements besides elasticity, where 6 bugs need all the requirements. Finally, 13 bugs only need elasticity control (30%).

Table 1: Requirements for Bug Reproductions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticity Control</th>
<th>Selective Elasticity</th>
<th>Event Scheduling</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Only Elasticity Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 ELASTICITY TESTING APPROACH

In this section, we present the overall architecture of our approach as well as the aspects on the prototype implementation.

4.1 Architecture Overview

Figure 3 depicts the overall architecture of our approach. The architecture has four main components: Elasticity Controller Mock (ECM), Workload Generator (WG), Event Scheduler (ES), and Cloud Monitor (CM).

The ECM simulates the behavior of the cloud provider elasticity controller, allocating and deallocating determined resources, according to testing needs. It also asks the WG to generate the workload accordingly, reproducing a realistic scenario. The role of the ES is to schedule and execute a sequence of events in parallel with the other components. Finally, the CM monitors the cloud system, gathering information that helps orchestrating the behavior of the three other components, ensuring the sequence of elasticity states, and their synchronization with the events.

Table 2 summarizes the requirements that each component helps in ensuring, as we detail in this section.

Table 2: Requirements Ensured by the Architecture’s Components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>Elasticity Control</th>
<th>Selective Elasticity</th>
<th>Event Scheduling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECM</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1 Elasticity Controller Mock

The ECM is designed to reproduce the elastic behavior. By default, ECM requires as input a sequence of "elasticity changes", denoted by $E = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_n\}$, where each $e_i$ is a pair that corresponds to an elasticity change. Elasticity change pairs are composed of a required elasticity state ($s_i$) and a workload ($W_i$), $e_i = (s_i, W_i)$ where $1 \leq i \leq n$. A workload is characterized by an intensity (i.e., amount of operations per second), and a workload type (i.e., set of transactions sent to the cloud system).

ECM reads elasticity change pairs sequentially. For each pair, ECM requests resource changes to meet elasticity state $s_i$ and requests the Workload Generator to apply the workload $W_i$. Indeed, we have to send the corresponding workload to prevent cloud infrastructure to provoke unexpected resource variations. In particular, it could deallocate a resource that ECM just allocated, because the workload has remained low and under the scale-in threshold.

Instead of waiting for the cloud computing infrastructures for elasticity changes, it directly requests to change the resource allocation ("elasticity control"). Based on both, required elasticity state and workload (elasticity change pair), ECM anticipates the resource changes. To be sure CBS enters the expected elasticity state, ECM queries the Cloud Monitor, which periodically monitors the cloud infrastructure.

The ECM may also lead to a precise resource deallocation ("selective elasticity"). Typically, elasticity changes are transparent to the tester, managed by the cloud provider. To set up the selective elasticity, ECM requires a secondary input, i.e., Selective Elasticity Requests (SER). SER is denoted by $\{\{e_1, ser_1\}, ..., \{e_n, ser_n\}\}$, where $e_i \in E$, and $ser_i$ refers to a selective elasticity request. A selective elasticity request is a reference to an algorithm (freely written by tester) that gets a resource’s ID. When $e_i$ is performed by ECM, the algorithm referred by $ser_i$ is executed, and the resource with the returned ID is deallocated by ECM.

ECM helps in ensuring all of elasticity testing requirements. As earlier explained in this section, it deterministically requests resource variations ("elasticity control" and "selective elasticity"), and helps on ensuring the event scheduling providing information of the current elasticity state to the Event Scheduler.

4.1.2 Workload Generator

The Workload Generator is responsible for generating the workload ($W$). We base it on Albonico et al. work (Albonico et al., 2016), which takes into account a threshold-based elasticity (see Figure 1), where resource change demand occurs when a threshold is breached for a while (reaction time). Therefore, a workload should result in either threshold breached (for scaling states) or not breached (for ready state), during the necessary time. To ensure this, the Workload Generator keeps the workload constant, either breaching a threshold or not, until a new request arrives.

Considering a scale-out threshold is set as 60% of CPU usage, the workload should result in a CPU usage higher than 60% to request a scale-out. In that case, if 1 operation $A$ hypothetically uses 1% of CPU, it would be necessary at least 61 operations $A$ to request the scale-out. On the other hand, less than 61 operations would not breach the scale-out threshold, keeping the resource steady.

The Workload Generator contributes with the Elasticity Controller Mock to the elasticity control requirement.

4.1.3 Event Scheduler

The Event Scheduler input is a map associating sets of events to elasticity changes ($ec_i$), i.e., the set of events that should be sent to the cloud system when a given elasticity change is managed by the ECM. Table 3 abstracts an input where four events are associated to two elasticity changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticity Change</th>
<th>Event ID</th>
<th>Execution Order</th>
<th>Wait Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ec_1$</td>
<td>$e_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ec_2$</td>
<td>$e_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$e_3$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$e_4$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Periodically, the Event Scheduler polls the ECM for the current elasticity change, executing the events associated to it. For instance, when the ECM manages the elasticity change $ec_1$, it executes the events $e_1$, $e_2$, and $e_3$. Events have execution orders, which define priorities among events associated to the same state: event $e_1$ is executed before events $e_2$ and $e_3$. Events with the same execution order are executed in parallel (e.g., $e_2$ and $e_3$). Events are also associated to a wait time, used to delay the beginning of an event. In Table 3, event $e_2$ has a wait time of 10 s (starting 10 s after $e_3$, but nonetheless executed in parallel). This delay may be useful, for instance, to add a server to the server list a few seconds after the ready state begins, waiting for data synchronization to be finished.

The Event Scheduler ensures the event scheduling requirement.
4.1.4 Cloud Monitor

Cloud Monitor helps ECM to ensure elasticity control and selective elasticity. It periodically requests current elasticity state and stores it in order to respond to the ECM queries, necessary for elasticity control. It also executes the selective elasticity algorithm of SER, responding to ECM with the ID of the found resources.

4.2 Prototype Implementation

Each component of the testing approach architecture is implemented in Java and communicate with each other through Java RMI. Currently, we only support Amazon EC2 interactions, though one could adapt our prototype to interact with other cloud providers.

4.2.1 Elasticity Controller Mock

The entries are set as (key, value) pairs, as presented in Listing 1. The key corresponds to the elasticity change name, while the value corresponds to the elasticity change pair. The first part of the value is the elasticity state, and the second part is the workload, divided into intensity and type.

Listing 1: Example of Elasticity Controller Mock Input File (Elasticity Changes).

ec1=ready (1000,write)
ec2=scaling−out (2000,read)
ec4=scaling−in (1500,read)

As previously explained, for each entry, the ECM sends the workload parameters to the Workload Generator and deterministically requests the specified resource change. Resource changes are requested through the cloud provider API, which enables resource allocation and deallocation, general infrastructure settings, and monitoring tasks. Before performing an elasticity change, the ECM asks the Cloud Monitor whether the previous elasticity state was reached. Cloud Monitor uses the Selenium\(^1\) automated browser to gather pertinent information from cloud provider’s dashboard Web page.

We use Java annotations to set up selective elasticity requests (SER), as illustrated in Listing 2. A Java method implements the code that identifies a specific resource and returns its identifier as a String type. It is annotated with metadata that specifies its name and associated elasticity change.

Listing 2: Selective Elasticity Input File.

@Selection(name=’ser1’, elasticity Changes=’ec1’,
order=’1’, wait=’0’) public String select1() {
  //code to find a resource ID
  return resourceID;
}

4.2.2 Workload Generator

The WG generates the workload according to the parameters received from the ECM (i.e., workload type and intensity), whereas the workload is cyclically generated until new parameters arrive. It uses existing benchmark tools, setting the workload parameters in the command line.

For instance, YCSB benchmark tool allows three parameters related to the workload: the preset workload profile, the number of operations, and the number of threads. The preset workload profile refers to the workload type, while the multiplication of the two last parameters results in the workload intensity.

4.2.3 Event Scheduler

Event schedule is set in a Java file, where each event is an annotated method, such as the example illustrated in Listing 3. Java methods are annotated with the event identifier, the related elasticity change, the order, and the waiting time. EC periodically polls the ECM to obtain the current elasticity change. Then, it uses Java Reflection to execute the Java methods related to it.

Listing 3: Example of Event Scheduler Input File.

@Event(id=’e1’, elasticity Change=’ec1’,
order=’1’, wait=’0’) public void event1() {

4.3 Prototype Execution

Before executing our approach’s prototype, testers must deploy the CBS, which is done using an existing approach based on a Domain Specific Language (DSL) by Thiery et al. (Thiery et al., 2014). The DSL enables us to abstract the deployment complexities inherent to CBS. Information in deployment file, such as cloud provider’s credentials and Virtual Machine’s configuration, are then used by the components of our prototype. However, since the deployment of CBS is not a contribution of our approach, we do not further explain it in this paper.

To execute our approach’s prototype, testers write the input files: E, SER, and ES files. These files as well as the deployment file are passed to the prototype as command line parameters. Then, all the execution is automatically orchestrated.

\(^1\)http://www.seleniumhq.org/
5 EXPERIMENTS

This section presents the experiment where we attempt to reproduce the MongoDB bug 7974. We believe that the bug is representative, since it needs all the requirements we claim in this paper in order to be identified. The experiments consists in attempting to reproduce the bugs in two ways: using our approach, and relying on the cloud computing infrastructure. Then, we compare both approaches to verify whether the requirements that we identify in this paper are met.

5.1 Experimental Environment

5.1.1 Case Study

MongoDB\(^2\) is a NoSQL document database. MongoDB has three different components: the configuration server, MongoDB and Mongos. The configuration server stores metadata and configuration settings. While Mongos instances are query routers, which ensure load balance, MongoDB instances store and process data.

To generate the workload for the experiment with MongoDB, we use the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) (Cooper et al., 2010).

5.1.2 Cloud Computing Infrastructure

All the experiments are conducted on the commercial cloud provider Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2), where we set scale-out and scale-in thresholds as 60% and 20% of CPU usage, respectively. Mongos instance is deployed on a large machine (m3.large), while the other instances are deployed on medium machines (m3.medium).

5.1.3 Requirements for Bug Reproduction

This bug affects the MongoDB versions 2.2.0 and 2.2.2, when a secondary component of a MongoDB replica set\(^3\) is deallocated. Indeed, in a MongoDB replica set, one of the components is elected as primary member, which works as a coordinator, while the others remain as secondary members.

To reproduce this bug, we must follow a specific elastic behavior: initialization of a replica set with three members, deallocation of a secondary member, and allocation of a new secondary member. Therefore, the second step of the elastic behavior requires the deallocation of a precise resource, one of the secondary members. The bug reproduction also requires two events synchronized to elasticity changes. Right after the secondary member deallocation, we must create a unique index, and after the last step of the elastic behavior, we must add a document in the replica set.

In conclusion, the reproduction of this bug needs to meet all the requirements that we consider in this paper: elasticity control, selective elasticity, and event scheduling.

5.2 Bug Reproduction

In this section, we describe the use of our approach to reproduce the selected bug, and compare the results to reproduction attempts without our approach. We do not explain in details the setup of reproductions without our approach but we assume one can manage the control elasticity and meet this requirement. Indeed, elasticity is a native feature of cloud computing infrastructures, and we just drive CBS through required elastic behavior using Albonico et al. approach (Albonico et al., 2016).

For the reproduction of MongoDB bug 7974 using our approach, we first manually create the MongoDB replica set, composed by three nodes. Then, we set up the following sequence of elasticity changes, which should drive MongoDB through the required elastic behavior:

\[
E = (r_1, \{4500,r\}, \{s_1, \{1500,r\}\}, \langle r_2, 3000, r \rangle, \langle s_0, \{4500,r\}\}, \langle r_3, 4500, r \rangle)
\]

Since we must deallocate a secondary member of MongoDB replica set at elasticity change \(ec_2\), it is associated to a selective elasticity request (SER). The SER queries MongoDB replica set’s members, using MongoDB shell method \(db.isMaster\), until finding a member that is secondary.

In parallel to the elasticity changes, we set up two events, \(e_1\) and \(e_2\), which respectively create a unique index, and insert a new document in the replica set. The \(e_1\) is associated to elasticity change \(ec_3\), a ready state that follows the scaling-in state where a secondary member is deallocated. The \(e_2\) is associated to elasticity change \(ec_5\), the last ready state. Both events are scheduled without waiting time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticity Change</th>
<th>Event ID</th>
<th>Execution Sequence</th>
<th>Wait Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ec_3)</td>
<td>(e_1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ec_5)</td>
<td>(e_2)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We repeat the bug reproduction for three times. After each execution, we look for the expression "du-
plicate key error index” in the log files. If the expression is found, we consider the bug is reproduced.

Table 5 shows the result of all the three executions, either using our approach or not. All the attempts using our approach reproduce the bug, while none of the attempts without our approach do it.

Table 5: MongoDB-7974 Bug Reproduction Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reproduction</th>
<th>Reproduced</th>
<th>Not Reproduced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Our Approach</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Our Approach</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the executions without our approach, we force MongoDB to elect the intermediate node (in the order of allocation) as primary member⁴, what can occasionally occur in a real situation. In this scenario, regardless of the scale-in settings, cloud computing infrastructure always deallocate a secondary member, since Amazon EC2 only allows to deallocated the oldest or newest nodes. Despite in this experiment we force a selective elasticity, in a real situation without using our approach the resource selection would not be deterministic. For instance, the newest or oldest node could be elected as a primary member. Even though cloud computing infrastructures reproduces the required elastic behavior, this bug still needs the event executions, which must be correctly synchronized. This is the why the bug cannot be reproduced without our approach.

6 RELATED WORK

Several research efforts are related to our approach in terms of elasticity control, selective elasticity, and events scheduling. The work of Gambi et al. (Gambi et al., 2013b; Gambi et al., 2013a) addresses elasticity testing. The authors predict elasticity state transition based on workload variations and test whether cloud infrastructures react accordingly. However, they do not focus on controlling elasticity and cannot drive cloud application throughout different elasticity states.

Banzai et al. (Banzai et al., 2010) propose D-Cloud, a virtual machine environment specialized in fault injection. Like our approach, D-Cloud is able to control the test environment and allows testers to specify test scenarios. Test scenarios are specified in terms of fault injection and not on elasticity and events (as in our approach).

Yin et al. (Yin et al., 2013) propose CTPV, a Cloud Testing Platform Based on Virtualization. The core of CTPV is the private virtualization resource pool.

The resource pool mimics cloud infrastructures environments, which in part is similar to our elasticity controller. CTPV differs from our approach in two points: (i) it does not use real cloud infrastructures and (ii) it uses an elasticity controller that does not anticipate resource demand reaction.

Vasar et al. (Vasar et al., 2012) propose a framework to monitor and test cloud computing web applications. Their framework replaces the cloud elasticity controller, predicting the resource demand based on past workload. Contrary to our approach, they do not allow to control a specific sequence of elasticity states or events.

Li et al. (Li et al., 2014) propose Reprolite, a tool that reproduces cloud system bugs quickly. Similarly to our approach, Reprolite allows for the execution of parallel events on the cloud system and on the environment, but does not focus on elasticity, one of our main contributions.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approach to reproduce elasticity testing in a deterministic manner. This approach is based on three main features: elasticity control, selective elasticity, and event scheduling. We use our approach to successfully reproduce a bug of MongoDB, a popular open source system. Indeed, the bug cannot be deterministically reproduced with state-of-the-art approaches.

As testing is not only about reproducing existing bugs, but also diagnosing them, a likely evolution for our approach is to generate different test scenarios combining elasticity state transitions, workload variations, selective elasticity, and event scheduling. Another feature we plan to investigate as future work is the speediness of test executions. Deterministic resource allocation can accelerate state transitions and thus optimize the number of executions per period of time, and/or reduce execution costs. This is particularly important when testing cloud systems: to perform our three experiments, we used ≈45 machine-hours in Amazon EC2. Finally, we also plan to apply model-driven engineering to create an unified high-level language. In the current implementation, the writing of test cases involves a mix of shell scripts, Java classes, and configuration files, which are not very suitable for users.
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